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Bathroom bliss

Upstanding: RoerseIIe will unveil
Australia's first steam bath,

VANESSA WILLIAMS

Rogerseller is set to unveil an
Australian first in bathroom
designs at this year's Saturday in
Design in Melbourne the
Hammam Touch & Steam.

Based on the design concept of
Italian company Effegibi, the
Hammam Touch & Steam
incorporates the healing properties
of a steam bath into a shower
enclosure.

An LED-illuminated panel
activates the steam flow at the
touch of a button and features
controls for temperature and
lighting.

It is said to create the relaxing
sensation experienced after a
Turkish bath, along with other
well-being benefits including
stress reduction, clear skin and
calm breathing.

Held on August 6 and 7,
Saturday in Design is an annual
trade event showcasing a range of
furniture, finishes, fixtures and
lighting products by well-known
brands and emerging designers.

Visit www.saturdayindesign.com.au
for more details.
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With clean lines and organic
curves, the latest addition to
Fowler's Regent range of basins
and toilet suites is a sophisticated
option that is ideal for narrow
vanities.

The Regent Inset Semi-
Recessed Basin is set into the
vanity so it is partly enclosed by it,
making the front section protrude
slightly beyond the edge of the
bench, saving space.

The design has a generous bowl
area, low profile and softened
edges, resulting in a finished
product that Fowler spokeswoman
Phoebe Bourke said inspired
elegance in a modern bathroom
setting.

"This product is a great
addition to a range that offers
homeowners contemporary, chic
and elegantly understated resort-
style bathroom ware," Ms Bourke
said.

Gernma Nisbet

For more information, visit
www.fowler.comau or call
13 1416.

The latest
range of
bathware
accessories by
Ascension
incorporates
style and high
technology
design.

Distributed
by Paco
Jaanson, the
range is
inspired by
Art Deco
industrial
design.

The
product of a
collaboration
between
professionals
in the
architecture,
graphic,
industrial and

fashion design sectors, the
accessories boast an artistic flair
that oozes elegance and style.

Finished in chrome, the
accessories add a contemporary
yet modest look to bathroom
decor. The bathware line ranges
from towel rails, glass shelves and
towel holders to wall mounted
brush holders and robe hooks.

Vanessa Williams

For more details or to get a list of
national stockists, call Paco Jaanson
on 1800 006 260 or visit
www.pacojaanson.com.au
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